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ASD and girls
Historically, strong gender bias, boys: girls

• previously 7:1, in the future 7:5

Often referred to CAMHS:

• Obsessive Compulsive Disorder (OCD)

• Eating disorders

• Personality disorders (PD)

• Anxiety, low mood, depression

• Self harm, suicidal ideation, suicide 



Local ASD assessments: boys: girls

2008 – 6:1 

2013 – 2:1 

2018 – 5:4



Language and Social Communication

Generally have 
better linguistic 
ability than boys 

of the same 
cognitive ability

May be 
hyperlexic but 

lack 
comprehension

May maintain 
childlike tone of 

voice into 
adolescence/ 

adulthood

May be class 
bookworm or 

story writer, but 
content of stories 
can be repetitive



Language and Social Communication

Superficially 
sociable, but 
often copying 

peers
Can be 

passive, on the 
social 

periphery

Difficulties are 
normalised, 

she’s just 
shy/quiet

Struggles with 
small talk/chit 

chat 

May not ask for 
help, doesn’t want 

to upset the 
teacher or draw 

attention to 
herself

Mothered in 
primary, 
bullied in 
secondary



Language and Social Communication

More socially 
motivated than 
ASD boys; may 
have a special 

friend, but 
intense 

attachment

Lack of 
reciprocity –

can be 
domineering 
or controlling

Lack of social 
hierarchy –

one size fits all 

Lack of social 
imagination in 
social group 

play

Better with 
boys; similar 
systematic/ 

linear thinking 
and 

conversation



Thoughts and behaviours
Better imagination and pretend play than ASD boys

May have rich, elaborate fantasy world, e.g. imaginary friends, being an 
animal/taking on other persona. Fantasy/reality can become blurred

More anxious than disruptive; may cope all day but explode at home

Often perfectionists; liking systems, schedules, visual information (like ASD 
boys)



Thoughts and behaviours
Boys more active with technical, factual special interest

Girls more passive with collections of things

Special interests appear like peers; animals, music, books, celebrities, fashion, 
TV

But the quality and intensity is very different



ASD and girls?

Our clinical experience and 
assessment systems are rich 
in male ASD profiles

We need a female lens; 
comparing girls with 
neurotypical girls peers, 
particularly when evaluating 
social skills and unusual 
thoughts and behaviours.



Challenging our views … typically male?



Challenging our views … typically female?



It just depends …


